National Startup Competition 2022
Thank you for joining us today to celebrate university entrepreneurship and the best university startups in Denmark. You can look forward to hearing the five finalist startups, one from each category, live-pitch on stage, all hoping to be announced the overall winner of the National Startup Competition 2022.

Today is also a celebration of a resilient ecosystem and inspiring individuals. Traversing the Covid period has proven not only the resilience of the Danish startups and ecosystem, it has also been a catalyst of transformative development for many entrepreneurs and organizations. Whether it’s been doubling down on ambitious ventures, pivoting to new focus areas or changing lanes altogether; people have reemerged with impressive strength. Let’s celebrate everyone who dares to dream and innovate in times of uncertainty.

Thank you all for participating today and showing your support for university startups and the changemakers of tomorrow. I hope you enjoy the show!
Program

16:00  Doors open

16:30  Opening by Morten Ugelvig Andersen, CEO of Venture Cup DK
      Welcome by conferencier Le Gammeltoft and IDA (Laura Klitgaard)
      Keynote: Annemarie Munk Riis
      Keynote: Stine Mølgaard Sørensen
      Keynote: Le Gammeltoft

17:15  Winners of Green and Product are announced + live-pitches

17:50  Short break

18:05  Winners of Social, Health and Digital are announced + live-pitches

19:00  Dinner & break

19:30  Announcement of overall winner + live music

20:00  Networking, tunes and dessert

21:00  Afterparty at Green Island
Conferencier

Le Gammeltoft
Entrepreneur & founder of Heartbeats.dk
Keynotes

Annemarie Munk Riis
CEO (acting) at Innovation Fund Denmark

Stine Mølgaard Sørensen
Co-founder of Radiobotics

Le Gammeltoft
Entrepreneur & founder of Heartbeats.dk
VIP Jury

Stine Mølgaard Sørensen
Co-founder of Radiobotics

Stephan Christgau
Founding Partner at Eir Ventures

Sune Alstrup
Tech Investor, Co-founder of Eye Tribe
Category
Finalists
StaySeat ApS

Intelligent heated seats to replace the inefficient heating lamps at restaurants and cafes.

Technical University of Denmark

Fireobs

We develop precise, self-sufficient & automated wildfire detection systems.

Aalborg University & University of Southern Denmark
**Biomend**

Biomend is a cleantech company that focuses on purification of wastewater by utilizing plants.

Aalborg University

---

**Tempy Foods**

We create a new type of alternative to meat and tofu based on mycelium that is sustainable, healthy and not trying to mimic meat.

Technical University of Denmark & University of Copenhagen
WeUse

WeUse is a platform supporting housing communities and companies to become more sustainable and strengthen the cohesion by enabling their members to share resources and connect in closed networks.

Aalborg University & University of Southern Denmark

Meat Tomorrow

Harnessing the power of stem cells to produce sustainable and animal-friendly meat.

Technical University of Denmark & University of Copenhagen
Brokkr Batteries

We have developed a new concept for a powerful battery for forwarding operating bases and military drone propulsion systems.

Technical University of Denmark

Windit

Windit produces attachments to backpacks that allow the wearer to avoid getting sweat stains on their back.

Copenhagen Business School
**Hydrovertic**

Tailor-made solutions for starting vertical farming, in rooms or greenhouses of all sizes.

University of Southern Denmark

---

**HEMBOO**

Prefabricated structural and insulating wall elements for new construction made of hemp and bamboo, simple to build with and sustainable to live in.

Copenhagen Business School & Technical University of Denmark
Kortek

At Kortek we want to control virtual reality with the mind. Kortek offers a new dimension of interaction by transforming imagined movement into virtual commands.

Technical University of Denmark

MidwifeVR

At MidwifeVR we guide parents to give their children the best start of life.

University of Copenhagen
Social Category
Cuiz Game Design

We design climate-positive games for companies and organizations. We empower employees to learn and apply key concepts about climate change and the green transition.

Copenhagen Business School

Join

Join provides inspiration and visual overview of recreational, cultural and user-generated social activities in your local area displayed on an interactive, live and dynamic map.

Aalborg University
humAId

At humAId we translate deaf peoples’ lives by providing a digital AI based sign language translation service which can be used directly on the deaf persons smartphone.

University of Southern Denmark

Vertical/Horizontal

We are developing a portable wheelchair lift that creates a more independent life for the user and prevents back injuries for the companion.

Aarhus University
SafeEtrade

SafeEtrade is a green online marketplace and security service, that enables secure trading of expensive gaming hardware setups and components, by insuring product functionality, logistics and safe transfer of payment.

Copenhagen Business School
& University of Copenhagen

Let’s Play

Let’s Play is a mobile application for sports matchmaking, where people can easily organize and participate in user-made events.

Aalborg University
Health Category
Dachi

Therapy app for social media overuse.

Technical University of Denmark

Alcolase

In Alcolase we fight the negative impact of alcohol with biotechnological solutions, by developing a tablet that breaks down alcohol in the stomach.

Technical University of Denmark & University of Copenhagen
Min Hjernerystelse

Aarhus University

An application designed to provide individuals suffering from acute and prolonged concussions with a digital rehabilitation tool. The application includes specialist recommendations, audio clips and dynamic rehabilitation plans.

HATO Medical Technologies ApS

We are making everyone a top-tier cardiologist with our next generation ECG analysis platform.

University of Southern Denmark
Yuman

We develop innovative robots to assist nurses as their own “transport buddy” by facilitating the delivery of food, laundry, and medicine in hospital wards.

Technical University of Denmark

INTEOMICS

We take care of your gut health by giving you personalised probiotics based on your gut bacterial profile. We give you the bacteria you need to be healthy.

Technical University of Denmark
WATTBOKS

WattBoks
Cheaper and cleaner energy for everyone.
Technical University of Denmark

Finuprise
Finuprise is democratizing activist investing by empowering everyone to invest in publicly traded companies and vote with the community as one shareholder.
Copenhagen Business School
**Thirsty**

Thirsty is an app/website which will help you make drinks from home.

IT University of Copenhagen

**Shary**

Shary is a web platform allowing higher education students to share and monetize study help.

Copenhagen Business School
Innolidix

Innolidix is innovating the mining industry drilling and blasting operations with the application of sensory technology in combination with machine learning.

Technical University of Denmark

Wall Sneaks

Wall Sneaks is a marketplace specialized to connect sneaker traders, with the aim of becoming a leading broker in the 10 billion dollar sneaker secondary market.

Aarhus University
Venture Cup Experts

Venture Cup Experts is a cross-university and versatile business network for eager early stage university startups in Denmark.

Sign up as an expert or apply for a mentor as a startup at www.venturecup.dk/experts
The 100 best university impact-startups come together to pitch, grow and compete.

Powered by Venture Cup Denmark and hosted by Venture Cup China this fall 2022.

Read more at venturecup.dk/uswc
Come Together

Matchmaking and ideation

Come Together is an initiative for students interested in entrepreneurship and driving a positive change in the world.

Venture Cup Denmark facilitates matchmaking between students and startups as well as organize events for ideation and entrepreneurship.
A big thanks to all our sponsors and partners
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